Headquarters of Commander-in-Chief at Kovno
Russians had a really great success at any point these units would be but a drop of water on a hot stone. We were absolutely confident that our troops would hold their positions, however thin their lines were. Our anxiety increased with the progress of events.
In the first place, the Russian forces on our front had not been noticeably reduced. They had to decide whether they would really attack us, or follow up and consolidate their successes in the south. Of course they realized that we and Austria-Hungary would send reinforcements. They meant to obtain a decision on the Austrian Front, but had such large reserves at their disposal that they could attack us in force as well, and thereby prevent us from sending further help to the south. While the Germans and Austrians were concentrating round the Lutsk salient, on the Dniester and in the Carpathians, and in the second half of June making local attacks nearly everywhere, the Russians rushed up reserves to the points where they had broken through and brought the German local efforts to a standstill by counter-attacks.
In the middle of July, after severe fighting, in which the Austrian troops had again shown only slight resisting power, they prevented the Germans from developing their initial successes in the Lutsk salient. They pushed forwards south-west to the Styr. General von Boehm-Ermolli found himself compelled to withdraw his left wing and centre to the frontier of Galicia. But in the Lutsk salient the Russian offensive was held up.
The enemy gained still more ground south of the Dniester in the direction of the Carpathians.
While all this was taking place at the two main points of attack, the Russians embarked on a violent onslaught on the front of the Commander-in-Chief in the East, between Lakes Narotch and Vischniev and at Smorgon, on the Army Group of Field-Marshal Prince Leopold of Bavaria, north-east and south of Baranovici, and on von Linsingen's Army Group in the bend of the Styr. General Bothmer was also engaged.
In July a terrible struggle was raging on the Eastern Front,

